
BANDMANRILL RELEASES NEW SINGLE “GET RIGHT!” 

LISTEN HERE

MORE MUSIC COMING SOON

DOWNLOAD ART HERE

April 12, 2024 (Los Angeles, CA) – Back with more heat, Newark hip-hop and Jersey club
phenomenon Bandmanrill unleashes a hard-hitting new single entitled “GET RIGHT!” out now via
Warner Records. It notably marks his first solo release of 2024. Listen HERE.

An intense keyboard sets the tone for the track as the bass thumps like a beating heart while
Bandmanrill attacks the production, rapping at a breakneck pace with uncompromising swagger.
Carving out his own lane between drill and Jersey club, he repeatedly warns on the hook, “Don’t
run, get right,” only to flex soon after, “Who said I can’t come to New York?”

Bandmanrill capped off a prolific 2024 by joining forces with Sha EK and MCVERTT on the
collaborative tape, Defiant Presents: Jiggy In Jersey. Right out of the gate, Brooklyn Vegan hailed
the latter among the “10 Best Rap Albums of August 2023” and applauded how “It shows how
much magic can be made when three powerful artists come together and have this much
chemistry.” The FADER christened him a “Jersey club scene leader” and described the project as
the moment “Bronx drill and Jersey Club collide.”

https://bandmanrill.lnk.to/GETRIGHT
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16YFOZsXzDlYVIO3Paeju8uTYW9TSQ3Hl/view?usp=sharing
https://bandmanrill.lnk.to/GETRIGHT
https://defiantpresents.lnk.to/JiggyInJersey
https://www.brooklynvegan.com/10-best-rap-albums-of-august-2023/
https://www.thefader.com/2023/06/02/bandmanrill-sha-ek-and-mcvertt-announce-jiggy-in-jersey-mixtape
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ABOUT BANDMANRILL:
Despite his short time in the spotlight, Bandmanrill revolutionized hip-hop by rhyming dexterously
over the club music from his native New Jersey. Yet even if the 20-year-old doesn’t sport the years
of experience some of his friends and collaborators can claim, dance is something of a birthright
to those who grew up immersed in the scene. That universality is evidenced by the way Bandman
was able to almost immediately connect with a huge audience before being backed by any label.
He uploaded his breakthrough hit, “Heartbroken,” in the spring of 2021, the Jersey native was
discovered by hometown entrepreneurs from his beloved Newark, NJ by Dawan “DB” Brown and
Saad Amin who welcomed him to their combined label imprints 100% Pure and 1865 Black Flag
Entertainment. The tandem forged a partnership with the legendary record executive “Steve-O”
Carless and his Defiant Records imprint, Bandman is poised to break his disruptive style even
wider. In the two years since “Heartbroken”—which introduced Bandman to a national audience
and cemented a relationship with Mcvertt, his go-to producer—the artist has become something
of a phenomenon. His debut album, November 2022’s Club Godfather, showcased his versatility,
proving that being nimble and forceful is not a contradiction—it’s simply the mark of an expert
MC. As he turns his attention to the future, it’s difficult to imagine a version of rap in the 2020s
without Bandman close to its center.

FOLLOW BANDMANRILL:
Twitter | Instagram | Press Site
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